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Abstract

The hinging hyperplane method is an elegant and e�cient way of identifying piecewise linear
models based on the data collected from an unknown linear or nonlinear system� This approach
provides �a powerful and e�cient alternative to neural networks with computing times several
orders of magnitude less than �tting neural networks with a comparable number of parameters��
as stated in �	
� In this report� the hinging hyperplane approach is discussed from the system
identi�cation viewpoint� The bottleneck of this approach� namely� the hinge �nding scheme�
is investigated� The behavior of the hinge �nding algorithm is very dependent on the initial
values provided� Several methods for analyzing low dimensional cases are suggested� Although
not general� these methods provide some interesting insights into the mechanisms of the hinge
�nding algorithm� Information from linear models produced by the multiple model least�squares
is used to facilitate implementation� The possibility of using binary�tree structured models is also
discussed� In addition� an extension of the hinging hyperplane idea leads to a hinge smoothing
method in which the hinging hyperplanes are smoothed at the hinge� As a result a neural net
like basis function is obtained� Finally� the hinging hyperplane method is used for modeling three
real systems�

� Introduction

The problem of nonlinear function approximation has attracted much attention during the past years�
especially in the community of statisticians and applied mathematicians� Many interesting results
have been obtained� For instance� the projection pursuit regression �PPR� algorithm in ��� and �	��
the multivariate adaptive regression splines �MARS� by �
�� the alternating conditional expectations

�ACE� method by ���� In the community of arti�cial intelligence and control� the neural network
approach ��� and wavelets approach ��� are becoming very popular� Each of the above methods has
its own advantages and limitations� However� the main ideas of the above methods can be easily
extended to the area of non�linear system identi�cation� which is basically a non�linear regression
problem�
Unlike linear system identi�cation� to handle the various forms of non�linearity� non�linear iden�

ti�cation usually exploits much more complicated model structures� Two most popular categories of
models� among others� are the additive models and tree�structured models �or recursive partitioning

models ��
An additive model uses the sum of certain basis functions to represent the non�linear system� A





general representation is given as follows

f�x� �
KX
i��

gj�x� ��

where gj represents the speci�c basis function being used� For example� in projection pursuit regres�
sion� ridge function is used as the basis function ���� In neural network approach� the basis function
is taken as the sigmoidal function ���� while in wavelets� orthogonal wavelet base functions are used
����
The recursive partitioning models� on the other hand� use a tree�structured model� The in�

put�output data sets are recursively partitioned into smaller sets according to certain splitting rules�
The partitioned subsets of data are more �homogenous� than the mother sets in terms of satisfying
certain criteria� Recursive partitioning models are very popular in classi�cation and pattern recogni�
tion�
The hinging hyperplane approach proposed by ��� uses hinge functions as basis functions� This

method can also be regarded as a hybrid of additive and recursive partitioning models� As an additive
model� the basis function is chosen as hinging hyperplanes or the hinge function� which takes the
form of a tree structure but with only two branches� The hinging hyperplane method can be a very
attractive alternative to neural network methods if some of the di�culties involved can be properly
tackled�

� Non�Linear Regression with Hinge Functions

In this section� a brief review of the hinging hyperplane approach is given �rst� and some properties
are discussed from a very general point of view�

��� Hinge� Hinging Hyperplane and Hinge Functions

Suppose two hyperplanes are given by

y � xT ��� y � xT �� ���

where x � �x�� x�� x�� � � � � xm�
T � x� � � is the regressor vector and y is the output variable� These

two hyperplanes are continuously joined together at fx � xT ��� � ��� � �g� As a result� they are
called the hinging hyperplanes� The joint� � � �� � ��� or multiples of �� are de�ned as the hinge
for the two hyperplanes� y � xT �� and y � xT ��� The solid�shaded part of the two hyperplanes as
in Figure � explicitly given by

y � max�xT ��� xT ���� or y � min�xT ��� xT ��� ���

are de�ned as the hinge function�

��� Function Approximation with Hinge Functions

For a su�ciently smooth function f�x�� which can be linear or non�linear� assuming that the regression
data fyi�xig are available for i � � � � � � N � and assuming that �f�w� is the Fourier transform of
f�x�� then the function f�x� can be represented as the sum of a series of hinge functions hk�x�� k �
� �� � � � �K� This is stated as the following theorem
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Theorem � �Hinge Function Approximation� If the support of P is contained in the sphere of

radius R� and if Z
jj�jj�j �f���jd� � c ��

then there are hinge functions h�� � � � � hK such that

jjf�x� �

KX
k��

hk�x�jj
� �

��R��c�

K
���

This theorem is from ��� and states that the approximation can get arbitrarily close if su�ciently large

number of hinge functions are used� On E�m� the sum of the hinge functions
PK

k�� hk�x� constitutes
a continuous piecewise linear function� The number of variables m in each hinge function and the
number of the hinge functionsK are two variables to be determined� The explicit form for representing
a function f�x� with hinge functions becomes

f�x� �

KX
k��

hk�x� �

KX
k��

hmax jmini�xT ��k � x
T ��k �

where hmax jmini means max or min�
For instance� in ��dimensional case �i�e�� univariate function approximation�� the summation of K

single�knot hinge functions constitute a K�knot piece�wise linear function� which is shown in Figure ��
where  to � hinge functions �the solid lines� are used to approximate a non�linear univariate function
�the dashed lines��

��� Properties of the Hinging Hyperplanes

The hinging hyperplane method has some interesting advantages for non�linear function approximation
and identi�cation� Two of them are discussed as follows�

� The hinge functions� or the �building blocks� as in ���� can be located by a simple and compu�
tationally e�cient method� In fact� hinging hyperplane models are piecewise linear models� the
linear models are obtained by repeated use of linear least�squares method� which is very e�cient�
The success of hinging hyperplane method relies heavily on the availability of an e�cient hinge
�nding algorithm�

�� For non�linear functions which resemble hinge functions� the hinging hyperplane method has
very good and fast convergence properties�

�
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Figure �� Hinging hyperplanes for approximation

The hinging hyperplane method practically combines some of the advantages of neural networks �in
particular the ability to handle very large dimensional inputs� and of constructive wavelet based
estimators �availability of very fast training algorithms� ����
The biggest drawback of the hinging hyperplane method� however� is that the piecewise linear ap�

proximation is not continuously di�erentiable� This may be a serious restriction for some applications�
In addition� similar to many other non�linear identi�cation methods� the convergence properties are
not very well addressed�

� Searching for the Best Hinge

The most important part of the hinging hyperplane approach is the hinge �nding algorithm �HFA�
for locating the �optimal� hinges� The principle of hinge searching is very simple� Assuming that
y � h�x� is a hinge function with unknown hinge ��� given the data pairs �yi�xi�� i � � �� � � � � N �
the hinge is then located as follows� for any speci�ed candidate hinge � over the ��space� do a least�
squares �t of a hinge function to the data� Among all the candidate hinges� the minimizer of the
residual square sum RSS��� is the best hinge� In practice� however� this exhaustive search for hinge
is obviously not realistic� Some practical methods must be sought for e�ciency� This section presents
some insight into the principle of hinge searching and also points out some of the di�culties�

��� Hinge Search with Breiman�s Approach

There are two fundamental questions concerning hinge searching� They are stated as follows

� The Hinge Direction along which the data is split� For a high dimension problem with m
uncorrelated inputs� there is one direction along each of the m input variables� plus an in�nite
number of directions which are interpolations of the m input directions�
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�� The Rule to split the data along the hinge direction for computing the two hyperplanes� Each
hinge splits the data into two parts� and each part leads to a di�erent hyperplane� The two
sets of data should be more �homogeneous� than the parent data set in the sense of �tting to a
hyperplane�

Question  is the critical and also very di�cult step� Obviously� it is impossible to try out all the
possible directions since there are in�nitely many� If only the directions along the m inputs are tested�
the optimal direction may not be obtained since in most cases� the optimal direction is an interpolation
of some of the input directions� A reasonable choice of the search direction might be based on the
linear least�squares results� The linear least�squares provides the best linear approximation to the
non�linear function� The hinge direction can then be derived from the hyperplane produced by the
linear least�squares method� This is under investigation�
For the second question� obviously the best choice of the splitting rule is the one that leads to

the biggest decrease in the loss function after the split� since the loss function is one measure of the
�homogeneousness� of the data in the sense of least�squares �t� That is� suppose that J is the loss
function from a single hyperplane �t to the system �linear least�squares�� and J� and J� are the
loss functions corresponding to the two hinging hyperplanes split from the parent data set� Then the
decrease in loss function is given by �J � J � J� � J��
In ���� the above questions are tackled as follows� First� do an exhaustive hinge search with the

m input direction as initial hinge directions respectively� the hinge ���� that gives the smallest RSS
�residual sum of squares� is adopted as the hinge direction� Then use a linear least�squares method
to �t the data on the side of the hinge �xTi �

��� � �� to a hyperplane y � xTi �
�� and do a similar

least�squares �t with the data on the other side of the hinge �xTi �
��� � �� to another hyperplane

y � xTi �
�� A new hinge is then given by

���� � �� � ��

Using ���� as the new hinge and repeat the above procedure until the RSS ceases to decrease sig�
ni�cantly� The resulting hinge is then the converged hinge� As pointed out by ���� if the non�linear

function to be approximated is a true hinge function� then the above hinge searching method gener�

ally converges and the convergence is exponentially fast� The result is accurate for both noisy and
noise�free data�
Some constraints are imposed to safeguard the searching procedure from failure� First� the initial

hinge ���� should divide the data into approximately two equal halves� which is done by adjusting

the �rst element �
���
� of ����

�fxi � x
T
i �

��� � �g � int�N���

In addition� during the iterations for the search of hinges� if the number of data points on one side of
the hinge �for instance� Ti� � �� falls below a threshold value NH � then ��k���� is re�adjusted so
that

�fxi � x
T
i �

��� � �g � NH

However� the above conclusions are drawn and proven based on the assumption that the unknown non�
linear function to be approximated is a hinge function� In practice� however� the non�linear function
can be of any form� especially when the input dimension is very high� As a result� the above hinge
searching method only works well with non�linear functions that resembles a hinge�function� and can
easily fail to locate an acceptable hinge in other situations if the initial hinge is not appropriately
speci�ed� Following are three examples of the problems that can occur to Breiman�s hinge �nding
algorithm�

� Multiple Hinge Locations� In some cases� with Breiman�s method� a di�erent initial hinge
can lead to completely di�erent hinge functions� For instance� for a univariate function approx�
imation problem shown in Figure �� to approximate the non�linear function depicted in solid

�



lines� if the initial hinge is chosen as to cut the data set into two equal halves� which is at the
location ������ then Breiman�s hinge search method converge to a hinge at ����� However� if
the initial hinge is chosen to be at ������ then the hinge will converge to ������ a completely
di�erent location�
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Figure �� Local Minima in Hinge Search

�� Out of Range� In some cases� Breiman�s hinge searching scheme may also end up with a hinge
outside the date window� For example� in Figure �� if the data is split into two equal halves at
an initial hinge ����� then the converged hinge would be at ���	 which is as expected� However�
if the initial hinge is chosen at a location at ���� then the hinge search method would produce a
hinge which is outside the data window�
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�� Limit Cycle� There is no convergence point and the hinge is moving between two states in a
cyclic way�

Let us look at the following example for some further insights into the problems associated with hinge
search� Consider the function given in
Figure �� If the Breiman�s HFA is applied to this data set� the resulting hinge position will vary

dramatically for di�erent initial values� The evolution of the hinge position with di�erent initial
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Figure �� Function cos�tan�� � x�� with x � ��� ���
�

conditions is depicted in Figure 
� where the y�axis denotes the initial hinge position� and the x�axis
represents the number of iterations� The empty parts of the y�axis� where it seems that no initial
hinge positions have been tested� are the initial values that will cause the hinge to go towards �or
completely out of� the border� i�e�� in those cases the HFA does not converge� From Figure 
 it can
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Figure 
� Convergence of the HFA for di�erent initial values� On the x�axis the number of iterations
is shown� and the y�axis is the initial hinge position� The empty intervals on the y�axis correspond to
the initial values that do not converge�

be concluded that for this particular function as shown in Figure �� if Breiman�s HFA is used� there
would be two convergence points� and one limit cycle� There is also an interval from ��� to �����
which� if taken as the initial hinges� will lead to no converged hinge at all� That is� if the HFA is

�



initialized in that region� the hinge would end up at a position outside the support area� Now� how
can the behavior be predicted without testing a large number of di�erent starting points� In essence�
the hinge �nding algorithm can be written as

�k�� � f��k�� ���

The convergence points are the ��s that satisfy the following equation

�� � f� ����

where �� is called the �x�point of the equation� The function f depends on data� and can be numer�
ically evaluated if the underlying function is not known� or analytically calculated if the function is
known� However� even if the function is known� in most cases the calculations should still performed
numerically since the function can be so complicated that analytical evaluation becomes unrealistic�
The result by numerical analysis is presented in Figure �� By visual inspection of the plot it is possi�
ble to predict the behavior of the HFA immediately� It also shows the importance and complexity in
choosing a good initial value� The limit cycle point is a bit di�cult to see� so a close�up is presented
to the right in Figure �� A more formal way to analyze the �x�points of Equation ��� is to linearize
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Figure �� Left� The functions f��� and � plotted together� Right� Zoom in at the limit cycle area�

the function f around the stationary points

�k�� � f� ���� �z �
�	


 f �� �����k � ���  O���k � �����

��k�� � ��� � f �� �����k � ���  Rest terms�

Close to the �x�point� the di�erence between the stationary and actual value of the hinge behaves
like a linear system with roots equivalent to the eigenvalues of the matrix f �� The condition for
stability� i�e�� for the di�erence between stationary hinge and actual hinge to go to zero� is that the
eigenvalues of f � have absolute values less than one� The eigenvalues can be readily calculated in the
univariate case� If one is faced with a higher dimensional problem the calculations get too messy to
be feasible� One di�culty arises from the multitude of possibilities of locating a hinge� which further
will complicate the integration intervals when calculating the matrix f ��
As a summary� Breiman�s iteration can� at best� �nd one of the local minima �it may also simply

fail to �nd any�� depending on the initial hinge value� As mentioned earlier� the best hinge function
should be the one that reduced the loss function the most� That is� the one that leads to the maximum
decrease of J � J� � J�� Obviously� Breiman�s method does not guarantee maximum decrease� and
is even not derived from this guideline� A modi�cation of Breiman�s method is needed which can take
the loss decrease into account and yet should still be simple and e�cient�

	



��� Hinge Search as an Optimization Problem

The hinge search problem can be viewed as an extension of the linear least�squares regression problem�
Given N data pairs as fy��xig� fy��x�g� � � � � fyN �xNg from a function �linear or non�linear�

y � f�x� �
�

the linear least�squares regression aims to �nd the best parameter vector !� by minimizing a quadratic
cost function

!� � argmin
�

NX
j��

�
yj � xTj �

��
���

with which� the regression model
y � xT !� �	�

gives the best linear approximation to y� For a non�singular data matrix

X �

�
���	

xT�
xT�
���
xTN



���� �"�

the linear least�squares estimate !� is always uniquely available�
The hinge search problem� on the other hand� aims to �nd the two parameter vectors �� and ���

de�ned by

���� ��� � arg min
�����

NX
j��


yj � hmax jmini

�
xTj �

T � xTj �
�
���

���

or in an equivalent form

���� ��� � arg min
�����

NX
j��


hmax jmini

�
yj � xTj �

�� yj � xTj �
�
���

��

A brute force application of Gauss�Newton method �provided by the optimization toolbox from �"��
can solve the above optimization problem� However� two problems exist�

� High computational requirement� The Gauss�Newton method is computationally intensive� In
addition� since the cost function ��� is not continuously di�erentiable� the gradients required
by Gauss Newton method can not be given analytically� Numerical evaluation is thus needed
which is computationally expensive�

�� Local minima� There is no guarantee that the global minimum can be obtained� Therefore
appropriate initial condition is crucial�

If a simple and e�cient optimization procedure can be found by taking advantage of the linearity in
yj � xTj �

� and yj � xTj �
�� then the optimization method can be very attractive�

Penalty on the Hinging Angle The non�linearity of the non�linear system is handled by the
non�zero angle �� � 	 � �� between the two hinging hyperplanes� which will be referred to as the
hinging angle in this report� See Figure 	� The #exibility of the hinging hyperplane method relies
on that the position of the hinge can be anywhere in the data space and the angle 	 between the
two hyperplanes can be any value between � and �� This e�ectively enables the hinge function to

"
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approximate virtually any hinge�function�like non�linear function in the data space� Obviously� the
more non�linear the system function is� the larger angle 	 will result� In another words� when searching
for the �best� hinge� the hinging angle should also be taken into consideration� A general guideline
would be to extract as much non�linearity as possible with each hinge function� which means the
hinging angle should be as large �in the range of ��� ��� as possible� As a result� the hinge function
parameters ���� ��� should be the one that satis�es cost function ���� but at the same time� put
appropriate penalty on the hinging angle 	� For instance� the new cost function can be written as

���� ��� � arg

�
� min
�����

NX
j��


yj � hmax jmini

�
xT �T � xT ��

���
 
 f�	�

�
A ���

where 
 is a weighting factor and f�	� is the penalty function on 	 which may be� for example�
f�	� � ��	 or f�	� � cos�	���� Whether Breiman�s hinge search iteration or the optimization type
method is used� the penalty posed on the hinging angle should help improve the successful rate of
hinge searching�

��� Improvement to Breiman�s Method

This section presents an improved method for implementing Breiman�s hinge search method� The
improved method is based on the multiple model least�squares method ��� � with which the searching
for the hinge function direction is facilitated� In Breiman�s search method� the initial hinge is searched
along the directions of each and all of the regressor variables� The direction leads to the smallest RSS
is chosen as the hinge direction� Then along the hinge direction� the data is split into two halves� The
a �rst parameter in the hinge is adjusted so as to cut the data into approximately two equal halves
along the speci�c search direction�
With the multiple model least�squares method� however� the regressor vector is transformed into

a new set of variables spanning along m orthogonal directions� Then the search for initial hinge can
be carried out along the m orthogonal directions� Though the best �hinge search direction� may not
be one of the orthogonal directions� however� the orthogonal directions can have a better chance to
cover the hinge search direction�
If the regressor vector of the system is assumed to take the following form

��t� � ��z�t� n�� u�t� n�� � � � ��z�t� �� u�t� ���z�t��T ���

where z�t� and u�t� are assumed to be the system input and output respectively� then a linear least�
squares method produces the following model

z�t� n�� u�t� n�� � � � � z�t� �� u�t� � �� z�t�

�



where $��� stands for the best linear combination �in the sense of least�squares �tting errors� of the
left hand for �tting the right hand side�
In the multiple model least�squares method� however� the following m � �n linear models are

simultaneously produced ��� with approximately the same amount of computation

������������	

� �� z�t� n�
z�t� n� �� u�t� n�
z�t� n�� u�t� n� �� z�t� n �
z�t� n�� u�t� n�� z�t� n �� �� u�t� n �

���
z�t� n�� u�t� n�� z�t� n �� � � � z�t� �� �� u�t� �
z�t� n�� u�t� n�� z�t� n �� � � � z�t� �� u�t� � �� z�t�

���

Each model in ��� represents a new direction in the regressor space �the space spanned by the
regressor variables�� and each is an interpolation of the directions of the regressor variables�
One important property of the multiple models is that the n new directions are orthogonal to

each other and forms an orthogonal basis for the regressor space� To be more speci�c� the �rst model
represents a direction which is along the z�t � n� direction� The second model in ��� represents
a direction which is in the space spanned by z�t � n� and u�t � n� but orthogonal to the z�t � n�
direction� Similarly� the third model represents a direction in the space spanned by z�t�n�� u�t� n�
and z�t � n  �� but orthogonal to both the directions represented by the �rst and second models�
This means that the multiple models least�squares is actually an linear transformation of the regressor
vector into a set of orthogonal basis functions� The hinge search could then be carried out along these
directions�
Another numerical property of the linear least�squares method is that the residual sequence of the

models are made as white as possible� i�e�� leaving no more linear trend in the residual sequence that
can be extracted by another linear least�squares method� If we take each of the models as the hinge
for the hinging hyperplane approach� then the number of data points leading to positive residuals is
approximately the same as the number of data leading to negative residuals� This easily provides the
hinges of di�erent dimensions� therefore� there is no need to adjust the �rst parameter in the hinge
so that the hinge cut the data into two halves� as Breiman�s method does� As a result� the hinge
searching method is facilitated�

� Identi�cation with Hinging Hyperplanes

This section discusses the model structure with the hinging hyperplane method� There can be at
least two di�erent structures for the hinge function approximation� One is the simple additive form
proposed by ��� which uses the sum of hinge functions to approximate a function� The other structure
is the binary tree structure� in which the data set is split into small subsets and each subsets are more
�linear� than its parent data set and more �homogeneous��

��� Additive Model

In practice� the non�linear function can take any form� The principle of the hinging hyperplane method
is to combine many �K� single�knot hinge functions� each with an appropriate hinge and hinging angle�
to form a multiple�knot piecewise linear function� Since the hinge functions are added one by one�
and each hinge function works on the whole data window� then re�tting �or back�tting� is required�
Take the simple function shown in Figure " as an example� where it is clear that to approximate the
simple function in solid line� the best results should be a two�knot hinge function shown by the �gure





Figure "� The Re�tting

on the left� However� since the hinging hyperplane method only uses single�knot hinge functions at
each step� where the �tting would be as shown by the �gure on the right� multiple hinge functions are
needed �and obtained by back�tting� to achieve the same e�ect as the two�knot hinge function on the
left�
Assuming that the hinge can be located by the iterations presented in Section �� two methods are

then suggested by ��� for non�linear regression with additive models� The basic ideas follow�

� Refitting Method� Start by �nding the hinge function h��x� for �tting f�x� at K � � Then
at stages K � �

� �nd hk�x� to �t function f�x��
PK��

k�� hk�x�

� re�t�

h��x� �� f�x��
KX
k��

hk�x�

h��x� �� f�x��
KX

k���k ���

hk�x�

���

hK�x� �� f�x��

K��X
k��

hk�x�

� repeat until convergence �i�e�� RSS ceases to have signi�cant decrease��

This method is computationally less e�cient but the result is more accurate� compared with
regression method discussed below�

�� Regression Method� Each hinge function is the sum of a linear function and a function
h��xT��� where

h��xT�� �

�
xT�� xT� � �
�� otherwise

Let h��xT�k�� k � � � � � �K be the non�linear parts of the hinge functions entered at steps
� �� � � � �K � � Do a linear regression of f�x� on the m K variables

� x�� � � � � xm� h
��xT���� � � � � h

��xT�K���

and getting

!fK���x� �

mX
i��

xi�i  

K��X
k��

k h
��xT��

�



using the hinge searching algorithm to �nd the hinge hK for f�x� � !fK���x�� Suppose the
non�linear part of hK is h��xT�K�� do a linear regression of f�x� on the m K   variables

� x�� � � � � xm� h
��xT���� � � � � h

��xT�K�

and getting new coe�cients ��� � � � � �m and �� � � � � K � Take !fK�x� as the linear combination
using the new coe�cients�

This method is computationally more e�cient but the result is less accurate� compared with
re�tting method�

In the re�tting algorithm� at any step k� only the current hinge �k for the hinge function hk�x� is
stored� Any re�tting of hk starts by taking �k as the initial hinge� and the new hinge is then stored
in place of �k � In other words� the hinge �nding algorithm is used only once for every hinge function
per cycle�
Breiman�s methods presented above are simple in notation and implementation� However� the

accuracy for the �nal model obtained may not be satisfactory� For some functions� too many hinge
functions may be needed to achieve a reasonable accuracy�

��� Tree Structured Models

The idea of binary tree structured regression is not new� The tree structure is thoroughly discussed
in ��� where it is used for classi�cation and regression� The basic idea of the binary tree structured
classi�cation and regression can be applied to hinge function approximation approach� In the context
of nonlinear function approximation and system identi�cation� the resulting binary tree structured
hinge functions can have a simpler form to interpret and more convenient structure to implement�
The basic idea of the binary tree structure is as follows� Divide the data set into an estimation set

and a validation set� With the estimation data set� based on certain splitting rules� grow a su�ciently
large binary tree� Then use the validation data set to prune the tree into a right size� The estimation
data is recursively partitioned into subsets� while each subset leads to a model� As a result� this type
of model is also called the recursive partitioning model�
For example� a simple symmetrical binary tree structured model is shown in Figure � where the

�rst level contains one hinge function� the second level contains � hinge functions� the third level
contains � hinge functions� and in general� the kth level contains �k�� hinge functions� Any of the
following criteria can be used to determine whether the tree growing process should be stopped�

� The subset of data becomes linear� The linearity of any set or subset of data can be easily
tested by checking the hinging angle of the two hyperplanes generated from this set of data� For
example� a criterion such as cos�	� � ��"" can be used� where 	 denotes the hinging angle of
the two hyperplanes�

�� The loss function becomes zero� This corresponds to the situation where the size of the data
set is less or equal to the dimension of the hinge� Since the hinging hyperplanes are located by
linear least�squares� From least�squares theory� when the number of data is equal to the number
of parameters to be determined� the result would be exact� given that the matrix is not singular�

�� J � J�  J�� During the growth of the binary tree� the loss function is always non�increasing�
i�e�� J � J� J�� When there is no decrease in loss function is observed� then the tree growing
should be stopped�

The hinge search methods discussed in Section � can be used to decide the splitting location of the
data set�
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Figure �� Binary Tree Structured Hinge Functions

� Smoothing the Hinge Functions

In this section one method of smoothing the hinging hyperplanes is presented� in which the hinging
hyperplanes method is used as the �rst step since there exist fast procedures for hinge �nding� Step two
is to smooth !h �the approximating hinge function� and apply the Gauss�Newton algorithm to obtain
the �nal function approximation� The smooth hinging hyperplane model structure is by nature very
neural net like� An important di�erence� however� is that the search for good initial values is avoided�
Instead the initial values are served by the HFA�
If !h consists of K hinge functions� the smooth version of !h is the following

!hsm �

MX
j��

��x� ��j � �
�
j � kj�x

T ��j  �� ��x� ��j � �
�
j � kj��x

T ��j ���

where � is de�ned as

��x� ��� ��� k� �


  e�kxT �������
�
�

Note that now the superscripts on x have disappeared� i�e�� the sigmoid automatically decides which
hyperplane is �active� for a given data pair� The parameter k in the sigmoid function is an additional
parameter� if compared to the nonsmoothed hinge function� that determines the smoothness of the
hinge� When k 	� the original hinge function is obtained� In Figure  a smooth one�dimensional
hinge is depicted for two values of k� The initial parameter vector to the Gauss�Newton procedure is
hence

�init �

k� ��� ��� � � � kM ��M ��M

�T
� ���

where each ��element in �init is of dimension d  � As mentioned above� the values of the ��s are
given by the hinge �nding algorithm� and left to be chosen are the values of the k�s�
As will be mentioned in Subsection ��� the parameter k is a redundant one� Since multiplying

the parameter vectors �� and �� with a constant will not change anything except the norm of the
vectors� i�e�� the two hyperplanes are still the same� the parameter k could as well be included in the
��s� Let us for the moment keep k explicit and the issue will be discussed further in Subsection ����
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��� Choice of Initial k

What remains to be done after the hinge �nding algorithm is to select initial values of the k�s and to
run a minimization routine� In this subsection the �rst issue is discussed�
It turns out that it is di�cult to predict which initial value of k will result in the fastest convergence

towards a local minimum� It is impossible to predict which initial k will give the global minimum�
One thing that can be said for sure� is that too large initial values of k will have the consequence
of getting the algorithm stuck into a local minimum that may not be desirable� namely the hinge
function itself� The result is formally presented in the following theorem�

Theorem � Assume that a hinge function is estimated by the hinge �nding algorithm from the input�

output data fyi�xig
N
� � i�e�� the optimal split of data is obtained and the least squares estimates of

��
init

and ��
init

based on that actual split is calculated� Then� one local minimum of the smooth hinge

function is

�
	 k

��

��



� �

�
	 �

��
init
��
init



� �

Proof Let us denote the error by

ri�x� � ��xi��
�xi  �� ��xi���

�xi � yi� �	�

and the loss function to be minimized is

V ��� �


�
RT ���R����

where R��� � �r����� � � � � rN ����� The gradient of the loss function is given by the following expression

rV ��� �
NX
i��

ri���rri����

�



This can be rewritten as rV ��� � JT ���R���� where

J��� �

�
BBBB�

�r�
�k

�r�
���

�r�
���

���
���

���
�rN
�k

�rN
���

�rN
���

�
CCCCA �

The Hessian is approximated with JT ���J���� Finally the complete updating equation of the param�
eter vector � can be written as

�j�� � �j � �J
T ��j�J��j��

��JT ���R����

and a local minimum is present at each point where JT ���R��� � ��
Inserting the hinge functions into R���� according to Equation �	�� and calculating the partial

derivatives in J��� gives the following form of the quantity JT ���R��� when k initially is put to ��

JT ���R��� �

�
� � � � � �

��x��x� � � � ��xN �xN
�� ��x���x� � � � �� ��xN ��xN

�
A
�
B�

��x����
� � ���x�  ��x� � y�

���
��xN ���

� � ���xN  ��xN � yN

�
CA

�

�
B�

�PN
i�� ��xi�xi���x����

� � ���xi  ��xi � yi�PN

i���� ��xi��xi���x����
� � ���xi  ��xi � yi�

�
CA

�

�
B�

�P
S� xi��

�xi � yi�P
S� xi��

�xi � yi�

�
CA �

where the third equality is obtained by inserting that the sigmoid function behaves as indicator
function as k 	�� i�e��

��xi� �

�
� ��� � ���xi � �
 ��� � ���xi � �

�

Finally using the fact that �� and �� are the least square estimates� e�g� �� �
P

S��xix
T
i �

��
P

s��xiyi��
it follows that JT ���R��� � ��
In practice the consequence of the local minimum is that if kinit is chosen too large� it is pulled

towards � while the rest of the parameters ��init and �
�

init are left unchanged�
To force the minimization algorithm to move away from the hinge function minimum a su�ciently

low initial value of k has to be chosen� A rule of thumb for the choice of kinit can be derived if a
closer look is taken on the reasons behind the speci�c local minimum discussed above� For a large
value of k the data is in fact still split in the same regions as it was delivered by the hinge �nding
algorithm� The optimum value of the parameters in each region is already reached� and no interference
between the regions exists �k does not have to be �� it is enough that the sigmoid behaves as an
indicator function due to the computer round�o� errors�� Again� if k is chosen too low� the smooth
hinge function deviates so much from the original hinge that it is questionable if there is a point in
using the hinge function as an help for �nding initial values� So� the objective is to give a criterion
that will help to choose as large k as possible� but not so large so the routine gets stuck in the hinge
minimum� What seems important is that data from one area have to in#uence the parameter estimate
of the hinge of the other area� One possible rule of thumb is the following

T �

P
S� ��xi�P

S��� ��xi��
� 	�






In words T is a measure of the level of mixing that the given sigmoid provides� Note that the sigmoid
in the expression above is a function of both k� �� and ��� Assume we look at the data set S��
The nominator represents the level of in#uence by data in S� on the parameter estimate in S��
The denominator represents the level of in#uence of data in S� on the parameter estimate in S �
Experience shows that a value of T between ���� to �� results in a movement from the hinge local
minimum�
If the approximating function consists of several hinges� a test for each hinge function� i�e�� for

each kj has to be performed�

��� Minimization Algorithm

As a minimization algorithm a variant of the Gauss�Newton algorithm is used� There procedure is
standard and will not be discussed further� However� one detail is worth mentioning� The k described
in the previous subsection is in fact a redundant parameter� If it is multiplied with the factor �������
nothing will change except that there is one parameter less to update per hinge� It is still important
in the initialization phase� but when the actual updating starts� the parameter will not be explicit
anymore�

� Modeling Real Data with Hinging Hyperplanes

In this section data sets from three real system are used for demonstration of the hinging hyperplane
approach�

	�� Hydraulic Actuator

The objective is to model the dynamics of a hydraulically controlled robot arm� The position of the
robot arm is controlled by the oil pressure in the cylinder which can be controlled by the size of the
valve through which the oil streams� The data is taken from Jonas Sj%oberg�s Licentiate thesis ����
and so are some starting points in the modeling� e�g� best linear model� regressors etc�
The available data sets are shown in Figure �� The best linear model obtained is an ARX model
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Figure �� Left� Data set used for estimation of hydraulic actuator model� Right� Data set used
for testing the performance of di�erent models� Note that this data set has not been used in the
estimation procedure�
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using three delayed inputs� and eight delayed outputs� i�e�� the regression vector is of the following
form

��t�� �

�y�t� � �y�t� �� � � � �y�t� 	� u�t� � u�t� �� u�t� ��

�
�

Using the model above� the obtained estimate is

G�q��� � q��
���"� ���
q��  ���q��

� ���q��  ���
q�� � ���	q��  ����q�� � ��"q��  ���q�  ���q�� � ��
q��
�

and the using the input of the validation data and the model above is shown in Figure �� The
normed �by the number of data� squared error is Vlin � ��"
"�� The next step is the introduction of
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Simulation using the "best" linear model

Figure �� Simulation of the hydraulic actuator using a linear model� The dotted line is the true
output� and the solid line is the output of the model��

hinging hyperplanes� and modeling the hydraulic actuator by using the technique described in ���� A
regression vector of lower dimension is tried �rst� There is no other alibi for this than the motto �try
simple things �rst�� Anyhow� the regressor used is the following

��t�� �

�y�t� � �y�t� �� � � � �y�t� �� u�t� � u�t� ��

�
�

The dimension of the hyperplanes �tted to the data set is thus seven� After the hinge �nding algorithm
was applied the following two hyperplanes were obtained

y��t� � ���y�t� �� ����y�t� ��  ���y�t� ��� ����y�t� ��� ��
�u�t� �  ���	u�t� ��� ���

y��t� � ���y�t� �  ���y�t� ��� ��"�y�t� ��  ���"y�t� ��� ��
�u�t� �  ����u�t� ��  ���

!y�t� � min�y��t�� y��t��

The simulation using the above model is shown in Figure �� The normed square error is Vhin � �����
If smoothing of the hinges with Gauss�Newton minimization is applied� the result is not improved�
The total number of parameters used is ��

	�� DC Motor

Data in the example are from a DC�motor� The smooth hinge hyperplanes will in this example be
used to identify a non�linearity in the investigated system� Firstly� parameters in a linear model are
estimated and the �t to the validation data is presented in Figure �� The result is obtained by a �rst
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Figure �� Simulation of the hydraulic actuator using a hinging hyperplane model� The dotted line is
the true output� and the solid line is the output of the model�
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Figure �� One step ahead predicted output �angular velocity� of the DC motor�
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order ARX model with one time delay� This would be most satisfying in most cases� We will� however�
go a step further here and apply the hinge �nding algorithm� and then smooth the obtained result�
When depicting the result the x and y axis will be the regressors� y�t� � and u�t� � respectively�
The z axis is the output y�t�� The result can be found in Figure 
� Finally� the resulting one step
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Figure 
� Left� Resulting model using smooth hinging hyperplanes� The model seems to be a linear
model� Right� Result if the linear model is �subtracted� from the obtained result� There is a remaining
nonlinearity between the input and output

ahead prediction with the new smooth hinge hyperplane model is shown in Figure ��
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Figure �� One step ahead prediction using the smooth hinging hyperplane model�

	�� Solar House

The solar house system proved to be complicated to model using input�output data only� In ��� the
modeling is performed using neural nets with the following regressor

� �

�y�t� � u�t� � I�t� �

�
� �"�

��



where y is the temperature in the house� u is the fan blowing in the hot air into the house� and I is
the sun intensity� By applying semi�physical modeling the conclusion is that the regressor that should
be used is

� �

�y�t� � u�t� � � I�t� ��

�
� ����

This knowledge� however� is not used when estimating parameters in a neural network model in ����
Instead the regressor �"� is used� Despite that� the neural network model shows fairly good results
in simulations�
Applying the hinging hyperplanes to this data set� and using the regressor in �"� gives poor

results� No really useful model is obtained� and the resulting models are often unstable� Using the a
priori knowledge that the regressor should be the one in ����� the obtained results are comparable to
the results found in ����

	 Discussion and Open Questions

This section provides a general discussion about the hinging hyperplane method� Some open questions
are summarized for further e�ort�


�� Comparison with Neural Networks And Projection Pursuit Regression

Neural network approach and the hinging hyperplane approach have the same general form ��� but
di�er in the basis function g�x�� In the hinging hyperplane method� the basis function is given by

g�x� � hmax jmini�xT ���xT ���

while in neural network� the basis function is given by

g�x� �
	

  e�xT �

For the additive model� we here introduce a further classi�cation& the parallel additive model and
the serial additive model� In a parallel additive model� all the projection directions and parameters
are considered in parallel� For instance� neural network model is a parallel additive model where all
the di�erent projection directions are simultaneously searched by� e�g�� a Gauss�Newton optimization
algorithm ���� A serial additive model� on the other hand� search one direction at a time and one after
another� The hinging hyperplane approach is a serial additive model� in which the hinge functions
are search one by one in sequence� The projection pursuit regression method� which is very close
to the hinging hyperplane method� is also a serial additive model ���� Projection pursuit regression
di�ers from the hinging hyperplane method in that at every step� both the parameters � and the
ridge function g��� are explicitly searched for� For serial additive models� repeated back�tting is often
required to achieve higher accuracy� In this report we have presented a smooth variant of the hinging
hyperplane idea� In the classi�cation above it could be sorted under parallel additive models� The
idea is to use the result of the fast HFA as initial value for a smooth hinging hyperplane �tting�
Since optimization approach is used to locate a large number of parameters in the neural network

approach� the computational requirement is high even for moderate K and m �number of units in the
hidden layer and the number of variables in the regressor�� though �� and ��� propose a �greedy�
approximation method for e�cient computation� Besides� the local gradient search can only guarantee
local minima� On the other hand� hinging hyperplanes are actually piecewise linear functions� In
implementation� all these linear functions are obtained by least�squares �tting and can be made very
e�cient�
As a natural choice for identi�cation� the multiple model least�squares method can be used for

searching for the hinge functions� Some special properties of the MMLS algorithm provides many

�



convenience for the calculation� The MMLS method can be used to �rst produce the linear model for
the system� Based on the loss functions provided� it can be determined whether a linear model is suf�
�cient� If true� then the identi�cation is stopped right here and this is a standard linear identi�cation�
Otherwise� the linear models provide the initial hinge for continuing to the hinge approximation� see
Section ����


�� Optimality

Is the �best� hinge necessary�� The non�linear identi�cation with additive model relies heavily on
re�tting ��back�tting� in projection pursuit regression� to achieve more accurate approximation� So
even if the hinge searching method fails to yield the �best� hinge� this can be partly compensated by
re�tting� so it seems to be not so critical�
If the binary tree structured model is used� it is not necessary for all the hinge to be the �best� ����

The �optimum� is more e�ciently achieved by selecting an appropriate tree structure than optimizing
every hinge� In general� however� the loss function with the hinge function approximation �two hinging
hyperplanes� is always smaller than �or equal to� the loss function with linear approximation �one
hyperplane only�� That is� if the loss function for �tting the parent data set is J � and the loss function
for �tting the two subsets of data with two hinging hyperplanes are J� and J� respectively� then no
matter how the data are split� there always exists J � J�  J��


�� Open Questions

� Number of elements in the hinge� The dimension of the regressor vector is one of the structural
parameter to decide� The linear identi�cation results can be used to help make the decision�

� Number of hinge function �layers��

� Initial starting hinge� The initial hinge for hinge search is crucial for the success of the hinge
search�

� Global minimum� The hinge algorithm is not guaranteed to �nd the global minimum at jjf�x��PK

k�� hk�x�jj over h�� � � � � hK � Is there a way to consistently get near the global minimum�

� Computational requirement� The hinge search part is the bottleneck of the hinging hyperplane
method� E�cient reformulation of the linear least�squares can make big di�erence in the overall
e�ciency�


 Conclusions

The idea of using hinging hyperplanes for non�linear regression�identi�cation is very attractive be�
cause� � this method can be made very e�cient and thus can be used for very high dimensional
problems� �� if convergent� the convergence rate is fast� However� there are many practical problems
with the actual implementation� where the hinge searching is the bottleneck� This report reviews the
hinging hyperplane method from the system identi�cation point of view and discusses some of the
practical di�culties and possible solutions�
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